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We look for relations satisfied by mappings obtained from forms of degree m. For this goal, 
we develop a general theory of equationally definable functors. We also give a connection bet- 
ween the type of relations and the structure of the functor P”’ defined elsewhere. 
Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring. Any form FE R [ T,, . . . , T,], determines a 
polynomial mapping f: R”-+ R. More generally, we can consider mappings 
f :M+N between R-modules obtained from forms in the sense of Roby 
FE@~(M, N) (see [9] for definition). These mappings constitute an R-module 
denoted by Homf(M, N), and, in the natural way, Horn: is a functor from R- 
ModOx R-Mod to R-Mod. 
It is known (see, for instance, 131) that any mapping f E Homg(M, N) satisfies 
the following relations: 
(Al) f(rx) = r”f(x) for r E R and x E M, 
(A2) A”f: Mm-+N is m-linear, where 
(AmfUn ...,~m)=~~,t ml c (- l)~-~Ilf(i~~~J. 
A mapping f satisfying (Al) and (A2) is called an m-application (see [3]), and the 
resulting condition Am+ ‘f = 0 means (in the terms of [4]) that any m-application is 
a polynomial map of degree sm. In the natural way, we obtain the functor of m- 
applications Applg : R-Mod’ x R-Mod + R-Mod. It is known that Horn; # Applz in 
general, therefore another relations for Homm can hold. Our problem is to find 
these relations, and, first of all, answer the question whether Homm is given by a 
system of relations, as it occurs in the case of Applm. In any case, we can ask what 
are ‘all possible’ relations for Homm. 
We are looking for relations of the form cj rjf ( ck Sj,+Xk) = 0, where rj, sjk 
(j, k = 1, 2, . ..) denote fixed elements of R, almost all equal to zero, and xk are 
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assumed to be arbitrary elements of the module. A functor constituted by mappings 
satisfying a system of such relations will be called equationally definable (or, short- 
ly, an ED-functor). Such is, for instance, the functor Applm. 
It is proved in Section 1 that any ED-functor is representable. Unfortunately, this 
is not the case with HomM (see [7] or [5]). However, it is proved in Section 2 that 
there exists a smallest ED-functor, ED(Homm), containing Homm, and, moreover, 
this functor is effectively computable (Corollary 2.5). The remaining problem is to 
find relations defining ED(Homm), or, equivalently, all relations satisfied by 
Horn”. This question is open in general, but it can be reduced to the problem of 
finding generators for the kernel of the natural transformation h* between the 
functor d” representing Appl” and the functor r”’ of mth divided power. In this 
version, the problem was investigated (and partially solved) in [7] and [8]. As a cor- 
ollary, we obtain the complete solution for m 5 3 (Theorem 3.6). 
It is proved in Section 3 that any system of relations in question is equivalent to 
a system of relations of the following form: 
for n=O, I,... This system is not independent in the sense that relations for one 
number n can give us relations for other numbers. A subsystem of relations is called 
n-covering if it provides ‘all possible’ relations for the fixed n. For example, 
Theorem 3.6 presents a system of n-covering relations of HomM for nr 1 and 
n 2 m - 1, generalizing the result mentioned above for m 5 3. 
Although n-covering relations of Homm are not known for 1 <n <m - 1, the 
shape of these relations can be examined. An n-covering system is called strong (see 
Section 4) if it consists of relations of the following form: 
C rj(al, a,, . . . ).f( C sjk(ai, a2, . ..)xk) =O,
j \k / 
where al, a,, . . . denote arbitrary elements of R and rj, sjk are fixed polynomials 
over Z (more generally, over a commutative ring S). In this case, the functor in 
question is assumed to be defined (as the functor Horn”) over all rings (respective- 
ly, over all S-algebras). The Main Theorem 6.2 confirms that HomM admits a 
strong system of n-covering relations iff II 5 1 or m 5 5 or n 2 m - 1 (more generally, 
iff n< 1 or m<2(d+ 1) or m-n<2(d- l), where d=min{ IS/Ml: M~Max(s)]). 
Therefore the strong relations remain unknown merely for (m, n) equal to (4, 2), 
(5, 2) and (5, 3). (Cf. the ending of Section 4.) 
Before proving the Main Theorem, it is necessary to have more detailed infor- 
mation about the functor Frn investigated in [5], [6] and [7]. This is the aim of 
Section 5. 
In the paper all rings are assumed to be commutative with 1. If it is not necessary, 
the symbol of the ring R (as in Horn;, etc.) will be omitted. The elements of the 
standard basis of R” = @y= 1 R (possible 12 = W) will be denoted by et, e,, . . . . 
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1. ED-functors 
In this section, we consider map-functors, i.e. subfunctors of the functor Map : R- 
Mod’ x R-Mod + R-Mod of all mappings between modules over a fixed ring R. 
The functor Map is represented by F: R-Mod-t R-Mod, where F(M) denotes the 
free R-module on the set M. Any map-functor A gives us a subfunctor KA of F 
defined by: 
wherefdenotes the unique homomorphism on F(M) extending& f([x]) =f(x). Con- 
versely, for any subfunctor K of F we introduce a map-functor AK defined by 
A,(&& N) = (f~ Map(M, N): f(K(A4)) = O}. 
It is clear that A,(M, N)-Hom(E(M)/K(M), N) and hence A, is represented by 
F/K. 
Lemma 1.1. Operations A H KA and K-A, introduced above define a one-to-one 
Galois-type correspondence between all representable map-functors and all sub- 
functors of the functor F. In particular, any representable map-functor is of the 
form A, for some KC F. Moreover, for any map-functor A, the functor A: = A,, 
is the smallest representable map-functor containing A. 
Proof. Obviously, KcK,, and A CAKn =A. Since the natural mapping f:M+ 
F(M)+F(M)/K(M) = N belongs to AK(A4, N), we conclude that KA,c K. It re- 
mains to prove that A is contained in any representable map-functor B containing 
A. If B is represented by X, then the inclusion B C Map gives us an exact sequence 
of functors 0-t K&F-+X+ 0. Consequently B =AK and hence KC K,CK, . Final- 
ly, A=A,cA,=B. q 
An example for the last part of the lemma is the functor Homm introduced in 
[7, Lemma 1.1 and Corollary 1.21. This functor is, however, not satisfactory, 
because the representing functor r m C r m, r “(M) = R {xcM): x E M} , does not 
preserve Grothendieck sequences (see [7, Section 21). 
We will define ‘satisfactory’ map-functors as functors constituted by mappings 
f satisfying some equality conditions of the type 
C rjf ( F ';nx,) =O, 
j 
where rj, sjk (j, k = 1, 2, . . .) denote fixed elements of R, almost all equal to zero, 
and xk are arbitrary elements from the domain off. For example homomorphisms, 
constants and quadratic mappings are of this kind. 
More precisely, a class d of mappings between R-modules is called equational/y 
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definable, if ._& is the class of mappings f: M+ N (M, NE R-Mod) satisfying the 
following condition: 
(1.1) 
for some fixed rij, Sijk E R (i E I, j, k = 1, 2, . . .). Any equationally definable class & 
determines a map-functor A defined by A (M, N) = Map(M, N) fl J and called an 
equationally definable functor (shortly, an ED-functor). 
Proposition 1.2. For any map-functor A, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is an ED-functor; 
(2) A is represented by a functor preserving direct limits and Grothendieck se- 
quences; 
(3) A = AK where K preserves direct limits and epimorphisms. 
If the above are satisfied, then A is uniquely determined by K(R “), where R OD =
R@R@ ... . 
Proof. (1) * (2). Suppose that A is given by the class d satisfying (1.1). Then 
defines a subfunctor K of F such that A = A,= Hom(F/K, -). We prove that F/K 
preserves (a) Grothendieck sequences and (b) direct limits. 
(a) Let M* N& P be a Grothendieck sequence. This means that i, j, q are R- 
homomorphi!ms, q = Coker(i, j) and 
v xENgIteMx= i(t) =_#) 
(see [7, p. 2221). The last condition is preserved by F/K since [x] =i*(m) =j,([t]). 
We must prove that q*= Coker(i,, j,). It suffices to check that the sequence 
is exact for any R-module Q. The only non-trivial part of this is the completion of 
the following commutative diagram: 
i 
Me 
4 
N-P 
J 
\I 
/ 
/ 
f ,“g 
I(’ 
Q 
with f Edby a mapping g EJ. Observe that g exists and is defined by g(q(n)) =f(n). 
Moreover, if x, E P, then xk = q(yk) for some yk EN, and hence 
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C rijS( F %jkXk) = I$I r,(gil)( F sljkYk) = C rijf ( F sijk Yx) =O. 
.i .i 
This proves that g Ed. 
(b) It suffices to prove that the natural homomorphism Q : A(@ M,, N)-+ 
li&n A(M,, N) is an isomorphism. This is obvious for A = Map. It remains to prove 
that f: ~V=l$r M,-+N is in the class &’ provided that so are all mappings in 
e(f) = (f 0 Q,),. Since any sum in (1.1) is finite, we can assume that all xk EM come 
from one Ma, that is, Xk=eu(Yk) for some ykEMa. In this case 
c ‘!if( T sijkxk) = c rij(f’ .a)( F sijkyk) ~0, 
j j 
as desired. 
(2) * (3). Since A is representable, it follows from Lemma 1.1 that A =AK= 
Hom(F/K,-) for some subfunctor K of F. Moreover, F/K preserves direct limits 
and Grothendieck sequences. Since the functor Ii&r is exact and F preserves direct 
limits, it follows that so does K. It remains to prove that K preserves epimorphisms. 
For an epimorphism q : N-t P we introduce a Grothendieck sequence M$3 NA P 
with M= N@ker(q), i= (1, c+) and j= (l,O). Since Fand F/Kpreserve GrAthendieck 
sequences, we obtain the following commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns: 
0 
K(N) 
F(i) -F(j) 
1 
F(M) - 6’9 
0 
K(q) 
1 
+ KU’) 
F(q) 
J 
+ F(P) ~0 
! -~ 
N-W) 
I 
F(q) 
F@WK(M) - F(N)/K(N) - F(P);K(P) - 0 
An easy diagram consideration (in fact the Snake Lemma) shows that K(q) is an 
epimorphism. 
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(3) =$ (1). Let 
for some rij, Sijk E R. For any R-module M and any xt , x2, . . . EM consider an 
epimorphism ~:R”+R{x,,~~,...}CMgiven by p(ek)=xk, k=l, 2,...It follows 
from the assumption that 
K(R{x,,x2,...})=K(~)(K(R”))=R c ‘. c [ j &IL k $kxk]: iEz]y 
and consequently (since K is a subfunctor of F) 
K(M) = lim 
(XI, X,7., CM 
K(R{xl,xx,...})=R/$rij[ ~s,xk]:i~L,_I*EMj. 
Finally, 
A(M, N)=A,(M, N)= {fEMap(M, N):f(K(M))=O} 
for fixed rij, S;jk E R. 0 
Corollary 1.3. Any map-functor isomorphic to an ED-functor is also an ED- 
functor. 0 
The above fact allows us to generalize the concept of an ED-functor. This is, 
however, not used in the sequel. 
2. Equationally definable cover 
It follows directly from the definition that any intersection of ED-functors is also 
an ED-functor. Consequently, 
Corollary 2.1. Any map-functor A admits an equationally definable cover, that is, 
the smallest ED-functor ED(A) containing A. Obviously, ED(A) = ED(A). 0 
Our problem is to find the functor ED(A) more explicitly. We can assume that 
A is representable, i.e., that A = A, for some KcF. First we need the following: 
Proposition 2.2. Let @denote the category of projective or of finitely generatedfree 
R-modules. Then any subfunctor K of F I g can be uniquely extended to a subfunc- 
tor K of Fpreserving direct limits and epimorphisms. This gives us a natural one-to- 
one correspondence between all ED-functors and all subfunctors of F I$. 
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Proof. Let 9 denote the category of finitely generated free R-modules, and let M 
be an R-module. Then A4 is a directed union of modules qU(P,) for some P,E@ 
and some pcu: P,+M. Consequently, the value of Z? on A4 should be defined as 
R(M) = u F(V,,)(K(P,)) c F(M). 
We will show that tks definition is correct. 
First of all, let A4 be a directed union of wB(QD) for some QP~$ and some 
I,u~: QP-+M. Since p,(P,) are finitely generated, for every cy there exist some 
P=/?(a) such that cp,(P,)C wp(QP). This gives us commutative diagrams 
Consequently, F(cp,,)(K(P,)) CF(vp)(K(Qb)). From this and the 
sideration we obtain that U aF(cp,)(K(Pa)) = u, F(v/~)(K(&)). 
symmetric con- 
Observe that R is a subfunctor of F by a similar consideration, because we can 
complete the following diagram: 
p, ---------t Qa 
for any a and some P=P(a). Moreover, R1,q = K. 
Let f: M-N be an epimorphism and suppose that A4 is a directed union of 
q&P,) for some Pa eg. Then N is a directed union of modules (fo q,)(P,), and 
hence 
&f)(~WN = F(f) u F(y7a)VWa)) = u FW %NWa)) =&N). 
a a 
Finally, let M=li$M, and suppose that A4, is a directed union of modules 
GG, .(P,, .), a E I(o), where P,, a ~g. Then M is a directed union of y,(M,), and 
hence 
M= ( uoj two ~0, .W,, a>+ 
0, 
Since P, , a are finitely generated it follows that the above union is directed. Conse- 
quently, 
I?(M 
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since R is a subfunctor of F. 
Let now @ denote the category of projective R-modules and let P be a free R- 
module with a basis {et: TV 7’). For any finite subset oc Tdefine P,=R{e,: Tao}. 
Obviously, P= l&r P,. Since P, is a retract of P it follows that K(P,) =K(p,)K(P) 
where p, is the projection. If K(P) =R{ Cjrij[ C feTsUre,]: icl}, then K(P,)= 
R{ Cjru]C IE,, sijler]: ie Z} and hence K(P) = 15 K(P,). The first part of the proof 
gives us an extension R of K Ig,, where g’ denotes the category of finitely 
generated free R-modules, such that R preserves direct limits and epimorphisms. 
Consequently, K(P) =K(P). Since any projective R-module is a retract of a free R- 
module it follows that i? equals K on %. 0 
The above proposition allows us to prove the following characterizations of equa- 
tionally definable covers: 
Theorem 2.3. Zf ED(A,) =AR, then K= K on the category of all projective R- 
modules. Consequently, if M=9(P) for some projective R-module P and some 
epimorphism 9, then 
(a) K(M) = F(9)K(P), 
(b) A,T(M, N) = (fe Map(M, Wf9 EAK(P, N)} = (gEA,&P, N): g(x+y) =g(x) 
for x~P, Y ~Ker(9)}, 
(c) (F/K)(M) = (F/K)(P)/R (m - [xl: x E P, y E Ker(9)). 
Theorem 2.4. Zf A is a map-functor and B is an ED-functor, then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(1) B = ED(A), 
(2) KB and KA coincide on the category of all projective R-modules, 
(3) KB(R?=KA(R=‘), 
(4) K,(R”) = KA(R”) for any natural n. 
Moreover, if KA (R “) = R { C j rti [ C k sijkek] : i E Z}, then ED(A) is given by relations 
Cj rtif(Ck SijkXk)=O, ieZ. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let K be a subfunctor of F. It follows from Propostion 2.2 
that there exists a functor R preserving direct limits and epimorphisms such that 
R= K on the category of projective R-modules. Let M= 9(P) for some projective 
R-module P and some epimorphism 9. Then K(M) = F(9)K(P) = F(9)K(P)C 
K(M), and hence R is a subfunctor of K. It is the greatest one between subfunctors 
L of K preserving direct limits and epimorphisms. In fact, for any such L, L(M) = 
F(9)L(P) C F(9)K(P) = K(M). In view of Lemma 1.1 and Proposition 1.2 the func- 
tor AR is the smallest ED-functor containing AK, that is, AR=ED(A~). 
To prove (b), we compute 
AR(M, IV) = {f E Map(M, N): f@(M)) = 0} 
= {f E Map(M, N): (f o 9)(R(P)) = 01 
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= {fe MapWf, W: f” o, EMP, NJ} 
= (g E A#, N): g = f 0 cp for some fc Map(A4, N)} 
= {gEA,(P, N): g(x+y)=g(x) for xeP and yEKer(yl)}. 
Property (c) follows from (b) or from a suitable Grothendieck sequence (cf. Pro- 
position 1.2(2)). q 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Observe that (1) * (2) by Theorem 2.3 since B =A,, and 
ED(A) = ED(A,,), (2) * (3) is evident, and (3) * (4) since R” is a retract of R m. 
We prove (4) * (1). It follows from the first implication that KB = KA = KEDCA) on 
the category of finitely generated free R-modules. Since B and ED(A) are ED- 
functors, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that B= ED(A). The last part of the 
theorem follows from preceding equivalences and the proof of Proposition 1.2 
((3) * (1)). 0 
Let now A = Homm. Since Homm is represented by F/K, =T”’ (see Section I), 
Theorem 2.3(c) gives us the following: 
Corollary 2.5. If M= p(P) and P is projective, then (ED(Homm))(M, -) is 
represented by the module 
~m(P)/R{(x+y)(m)-x(m): x~P, y~Ker(p)}. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Zf R is a field, then Horn; is an ED-functor. 
Proof. Horn:= Horn: since TRm(M) is a direct summand of rR”‘(A4) for any A4 
(cf. [7, Section l]), and Homz=ED(Homg) by Theorem 2.3. q 
As another application of the above theorems, consider 
Example 2.7. Let A(M, N) = { f~ Map(M, N): f(T(M)) = 01, where T(M) denotes 
the set of torsion elements in M. It is easy to see that A =AK where K(M) = 
F(T(A4)). If R is a domain and M is projective, then, obviously, K(M) = F(0) = R. 
Therefore ED(A) = AR where R(M) = F(0) and consequently 
(ED(A))(M, N) = (fe Map(M, N): f(0) = O}. 
If R is arbitrary, then K(R”)=F(T(R”))=R{[Cj rjej]: rr,=O for some O#rER} 
and hence ED(A) is given by the following conditions: 
f( C rixi) = 0 if r;EAnn(r) for some O#rER. 
i 
For example, if any annihilator in R is principal, the relations are the following: 
f(rx) = 0 for all zero-divisors r of R. 
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3. n-covering relations 
We introduce the defect decomposition of a functor following [2] or [7], and refer 
to those papers for details. 
Let K: R-Mod --$ R-Mod be a fun&or. Consider the functors 
K” : R-Mod x ... xR-Mod+R-Mod, n=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
L J Y 
n 
defined by the formula 
K”(M,, . . ..M.,) 
= ( , Hc; nl (- lPH’ K(PH) > W(M,O ... OM,))CK(M,@ . ..@M.), 
where pNe End(M,@ ... @M,) is the projection on BiGH Mi. In particular, K” = 
K(0) and K”(O,...,O)=O for n? 1. 
If K is a subfunctor of F, then we have exact sequences O+K”GF”-+(F/K)“+O 
for all n=O, 1,2 ,..., and K”(M, ,..., M,)=K(M,O...OM,)nF”(M, ,..., M,). 
Moreover, F”(M,, . . . , M,) is generated by elements 
(x,, es.3 x,):= c (-l)“_ IH’ =(A”] 1)(x,,...,-%) 
ffc II, nl 
where x,~iV;, i= 1, . . . . n. In particular, ( ) = [0] and (x) = [xl - [O]. 
With the aid of functors introduced above we obtain the defect decomposition 
K(M,O ... OM,)= 6 @ K”(Mj,l ... 3 Mj,). 
m=O lSjl< ..’ <j,,sn 
(3.1) 
In particular, K(R”) is uniquely determined by Km(R): =Km(R, . . . ,R) for m = 
0 , . . . , n. Consequently, Theorem 2.4 gives us the following: 
Corollary 3.1. If A is a map-functor and B is an ED-functor, then B = ED(A) iff 
K,“(R) = K,“(R) for any natural n. 0 
We say that an ED-functor B containing A is an n-covering functor of A if 
K,(R) = Ki (R). In this case, relations defining B are called n-covering relations of 
A. It follows from the above corollary that an ED-functor B is an n-covering func- 
tor of A for any natural n iff B = ED(A). 
The last sentence of Theorem 2.4 admits the following generalization allowing us 
to obtain n-covering relations of a map-functor A: 
Proposition 3.2. Let B = ED(A) and K = KA . 
(a) If B is given by condition (1. l), then 
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(b) Zf K(R”)=R{ Cj rti[Ck sijke,]: iel}, then for any natural n 
K”(R)=R C rij(sijle,,...,sijne,): ill 
I 
. 
j 1 
(c) ZfK’(R)=R{ Cj r$)(s$)e, ,..., sge,): iem}, then 
c r~“‘(n”f)(s~~xl,...,s~~xX,)=O, iEZ, (BJ 
is a system of n-covering relations of A and B. In particular, B is given by relations 
(B,), n=O, I,... . 
Proof. (a) 
(b) Let nr0. Observe that K(R”)=R(Cjrij[Czzl sijke,]:iEZ} and that 
Cjrij[CkEHsijkek]~K(Rn) foranyiEZandHC[l,n]. Hence Cjrij(siilel,...,siine,) 
EK(R”)nF”(R)=K”(R) for FEZ. In the same way, Cj r,j(sijjlej,,...,Sijjn,eJm)E 
Km(Rej,, . . . , Rej,,) for 1 ~jt < .e. <jm 5 n. On the other hand 
[x, + ... +x,1= i c CXj,l **. txjm), 
m=O IIjl<...<jmsn 
and hence 
It suffices to observe that this is the presentation of a generator in the direct decom- 
position (3.1) where Mj = Re; . 
(c) Let C be an ED-functor given by relations (B,) (for a fixed n). Since 
K,(R”)=R c $)(s$)x, ,..., s&)x,); 
r 
~EZ,,,XER” , 
J 1 
it follows that K”(R)cK&R”) fl F”(R) = K;(R). On the other hand, K”(R)C 
K(R”) C K(R “>, and hence mappings from B satisfy relations (B,) by Theorem 2.4. 
Consequently, A C BC C and therefore Kc(R) C K,“(R) C K”(R). This proves that 
K”(R) = K;(R) = K;(R). q 
Observe that the complete system of relations (B,), n = 0, 1, . . . obtained above 
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for an ED-functor B is ‘too large’ in general, because some (B,) can be m-covering 
for another m. This follows from the following: 
Example 3.3. Let m 2 0 and 
B(M,N)={f~Map(M,N):f(r~)=r~f(x) for ~ER,xEM}. 
Then 
K,(R”)=R{[rx]-P[x]: rER,xERw} 
=R[[ z (rtm)e,] -rm[ z t,em]: rER, f,ERj, 
K$(R)=R{(rtle,,...,rt,e,)-r”(t,el , . . . . t,,e,): rER, t,ER}, 
and hence n-covering relations of B are the following: 
VM (~“f)(rtlx,, . . . . rt,x,) = rm(d “f)(t,x, ,...,t,x,,), r, t,,,ER, 
or, equivalently: 
(B;) (A “fWxl, . . . , rx,J=r”(d”f)(xl ,..., x,), reR. 
However, the system of relations 
(B;) f(O>=r”f(O), rER, 
(B;) f(rx) -f(O) = r”(f(x) -f(O)), reR 
is equivalent to the defining system, and hence is n-covering for any natural n. 
We will find some n-covering functors of Homm. First we need the following 
general lemma: 
Lemma 3.4. Let B be an ED-functor containing A. Then B is an n-covering functor 
of A iff the natural epimorphisrn v”(R) : (F/K,)“(R)+ (F/K,)“(R) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. This follows from the Snake Lemma apphed to the diagram 
O-K;(R) -F”(R)--- (F/KB)n (R) - 0 
1 I 
v”(R) 
O-K;(R) -F”(R)- (F/K,)“(R) - 0 0 
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Let A = Homm and B=Applm (see the introduction). The relations (Al), (A2) 
defining B can be rewritten as the following conditions: 
(E,) N-x) = r m f(x), rER, 
(%,) (A “f)(rx, -) = r(A mf)(x, -), rER, 
(Em.,) (Amilf)(x,,...,~m+,)=O. 
It is known that B contains A and Homm is represented by r mCT *, i= m(M) = 
R {xcm): XEM) (see [7]). Hence F/K,=Fm. Let us define d”(M) = F(M)/K,(M) = 
R(Gm(x): XEM}, where 6”(x) = [x] (see [7]). There exists a natural epimorphism 
h”(M):dm(M)-trM(M), a*(x)-x(m), and the homomorphism v”(R) from Lem- 
ma 3.4 can be rewritten as hm~?(R):Am~n(R)+~mm,n(R) (see [7]). Consequently, 
Applm is an n-covering functor of Homm iff hm3”(R) is an isomorphism. The last 
condition was investigated in [7] and [8]. Corollaries 2.6 and 4.2 of [7] give us the 
following: 
Theorem 3.5. Applm is an n-covering functor (and hence (E,), (E,), (E,, r) above 
are n-covering relations) of Homm for n = 0, 1 and n L m. 0 
It is proved in [8] that Ker(h 111, m ‘(R)) is generated by elements 
(A m-1GM)(re,,se2, e3 ,..., e,~1)-r(Am-16m)(el,sez, e3 ,..., e,_l) 
-s(A m-‘G”)(rel,e2 ,..., e,_,)+rs(A”P’6m)(el ,..., e,_l), r,sER. 
The corresponding relation is the following: 
(Em-,) (A “P1f)(rx,s~,-)-r(Am-lf)(x,sy,-) 
-s(A “-‘f)(rx,r,-)+rs(Am-‘f)(x,y,-) 
=O, r,sER. 
Let us define the functor of regular m-applications C= Applm C Applm as an ED- 
functor given by conditions (E,), (E,_ r), (E,), (E,+ i). It follows from the above 
that v”(R) : (F/K,-)“(R)-+ (F/K,)“(R) is an isomorphism, and hence Lemma 3.4 
gives us the following: 
Theorem 3.6. Appl* is an n-covering functor (and hence (Ei), (E,_ I), (E,,), 
(E m + i) above are n-covering relations) of Homm for n = 0, 1 and n 2 m - 1. In par- 
ticular, ED(Homm) = Applm for m 5 3. 0 
As follows from the above, the description of n-covering relations of Homm is 
closely related to the description of Ker(h “,“(R)). The problem is still open for 
1 < n < m - 1, however, it is possible to give an information about the type of n- 
covering relations for those n. This is done in the next sections. 
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4. Strong ED-functors 
Let S be a (commutative) ring and let S-Alg denote the category of all (com- 
mutative) S-algebras. A subfunctor A of Map defined on the disjoint union of the 
categories R-Modox R-Mod (R ES-Alg) will be called a map-functor over S- 
algebras if KA is a subfunctor of F on the (full) category M(S) of pairs (R, M) 
where R ES-Alg and ME R-Mod. In this case, we can define the functor Kl : S- 
Alg+M(S), K;(R)=(R, K,“(R, . . . . R)), which is, obviously, a sub-functor of F”. 
A map-functor over S-algebras which is an ED-functor over any R E S-Alg will be 
called an ED-functor over S-algebras. 
Lemma 4.1. If A is a map-functor over S-algebras, then so is ED(A). 
Proof. Let us denote K = KA and x= KEDCAj. If (p, I//) : (R, M) + (R’, M’) in M(S), 
then there exists a commutative diagram 
(% a) W, P> - (R ,) p’) 
(f&f)=+ (R ‘.iM’) 
where P and P’ are projective over R and R ‘, respectively, and Q, p are epimor- 
phisms. Hence 
F(v, w)(K(R, M)) = F(P, y/F(l) a)(K(R WI 
= F(l) PF(v, z7WR PI> c F(1, PM@‘, P’)> 
= R(R’, M’) 
by Theorem 2.3. q 
A class & of mappings f: M+ N (M, NE R-Mod, R E S-Alg) is called strongly 
equationally definable (over S) if &? is given by the following conditions: 
V l7kER KkE~ C r&l, az, . ..)f C sijk(al, a,, . ..)xk 
( > 
=O, iE1 (4.1) 
j k 
for some fixed rij, Sijk E S[T,, T2, . . . ] (i EZ, j, k = 1, 2, . ..). almost all equal to zero 
for each fixed i E I. Relations of the type (4.1) are called strong (over S). Any strong- 
ly equationally definable class & determines a functor A defined by A(M, N) = 
Map(M, N) nd and called a strong ED-functor (over S). 
Lemma 4.2. Any strong ED-functor over S is an ED-functor over S-algebras. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that K=K, is a subfunctor of F on the category M(S) 
provided that A is a functor given by conditions (4.1). Obviously, 
K(R, M)=R 
I 
C rij(ai, Qz, . ..) C sGk(ai, ~2, . ..)xk : i~1, akE R, xkEA4 
j L k 1 1 
Recall that F is a functor on M(S) in the following way: if (p, w) : (R, M)+ 
(R’, M’), then F(v, W) :F(R, M)PF(R’, M’), F(P, W)(Cj rj[xjl)= C, u?(rj)[w(x,)l. 
Then 
F(v, W) 
( 
c r&i, a2, . ..) c %jk(al, ah . ..)xk 
.i r k II 
(4.2) 
= c rij(4’(ai), y?(%), ...) 
.i 
F sijk(q(al), dazh -..)v@k)] EK(R’, M’), 
as desired. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Let A = A, be an ED-fun&or over S-algebras. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(I) A is a strong ED-functor over S; 
(2) K(R, M)+ K(R/I, N) is an epimorphism for any S-algebra R, any ideal IC R 
and any epimorphism M+ N over R + R/I; 
(3) K(R, R”) + K(R/I, (RN)“) is an epimorphism for any S-algebra R, any ideal 
IcR and any natural n; 
(4) K(R, R”)+K(R/I, (R/Z)“) is an epimorphism for any S-algebra R and any 
ideal ZCR. 
Proof. Observe that (1) * (2) by formula (4.2) and (2) * (3) = (4) since K(R, -) and 
K(R/I,-) commute with direct limits. We prove (4)*(l). Let R’=S[T,, T,,...] 
and suppose that 
C Sijk(T,, T2 ,... )ek : iEI . 
k I 1 
Then for any S-algebra R we have 
K(R, R”)>R 
i 
c rij(ai, 02 ,...) c sijk(ai, 02 ,... )ek : iEI, akER . 
.i k I 1 
In virtue of Theorem 2.4 it suffices to prove that the above inclusion is in fact an 
equality. Observe that R= R”/Z where R”= SITO],,z and .Z is infinite. By (4), any 
element XE K(R, R “) is an image of an element y E K(R”, R”“), which is, obvious- 
ly, of the form 
; Wjk(To,, T,,, . ..)ei 1 . 
Since R’==S[T,,, Toz, ...I is a retract of R”, it follows that x belongs to the image 
of the composition K(R’, R’“)c,K(R”, R”“)+K(R, R”) induced by R’c;R”+R, 
and hence x belongs to the above submodule of K(R, R”). 0 
Example 4.4. The functor B given by relations 
f(x) = rf(x) if r2 = - 1 
is an ED-functor over all rings which is not a strong ED-functor by Proposition 4.3. 
In fact, Ks(IR[T], 0)=0 and KB(c=, O)=C{[O]ki[O]}#O. Moreover, B is not a 
strong ED-functor over S for any ring S. The functors A and ED(A) from Example 
2.7 are not even map-functors over S-algebras (for any S). 
Let A be a map-functor over S-algebras. We say that A is n-strong (over S) if for 
any S-algebra R the module K:(R) is generated by elements of the form 
F rij(al, a2, . ..>(sijl(al. a2, . ..)el..-.,s;j,(al, a2, . ..>e.> (ie0 
for some fixed rii, stik E S[T,, T2, . . . 1. A is called strong (over S) if A is n-strong 
(over S) for any natural IZ. Proposition 3.2 shows the conformity of the double 
meaning of the expression ‘strong ED-functor’. 
Proposition 4.5. Zf A is a map-functor over S-algebras, then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(1) A is n-strong; 
(2) ED(A) is n-strong; 
(3) K:(R) + Ki (R/Z) is an epimorphism for any S-algebra R and any ideal ZC R; 
(4) A admits a system of strong n-covering relations. 
Proof. (1) is equivalent to (2) since K:(R) = K” ED(A)(R) for any S-algebra R, and 
this is equivalent to (3) as in the proof of Proposition 4.3 (we consider K:(R) in- 
stead of K(R, R”)). Condition (4) means that there exists a strong ED-functor B 
containing A such that K,“(R) = K: (R) for any S-algebra R, and this is equivalent 
to (2) by Proposition 3.2 (we treat {tkm} as an independent countable set of 
variables over S). 0 
Let us consider functors related to polynomial mappings. The above considera- 
tion gives us the following: 
Proposition 4.6. (1) Applm and Applm are strong ED-fimctors over Z for any 
natural m. 
(2) Horn”, Homm and ED(Hom”) are map-functors over z-algebras which are 
n-strong for n=O, 1 and nrm- 1. 
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Proof. Part (1) is evident. To prove (2), denote Homm =AK. Then F/K=r”’ where 
i=“’ is a functor on M(L). In fact, if (p, I,V) : (R, M)+(R’, M’), then rm(p, I,U) : 
r~m(M)+~g$i4’), x (‘n)++ (I,u(x))(~). Hence K is a subfunctor of F on M(Z) and 
consequently Homm and Horn” are map-functors over Z-algebras. By Lemma 4.1, 
so is also ED(Hom”). The rest follows from (1) and Theorem 3.6. 0 
In Section 6 we determine all numbers m, n for which Homm (equivalently, 
Homm or ED(Homm)) is n-strong. They are the following: 
(a) For all rings (i.e., for S=Z): nil or m 15 or m - nil, 
(b) For rings with 3 (i.e., for S=Z[+}): nl 1 or mr7 or m -nr3. 
In the case of S=Z we know strong n-covering relations (E,) of Homm for nc 1 
and m -n 5 1 (Theorem 3.6). The remaining strong relations: 
(E2) for m=4, 5 and (E,) for m=5 
are still unknown. 
5. The structure of r”’ 
This section gives auxiliary results needed for the proof of the Main Theorem in 
Section 6. It is, however, of independent interest from the point of view of [5], [6] 
and [7]. 
Let us consider the functors ~‘lll=r”‘/r”l and their defects ~“‘,‘i=r”‘,‘i/~“l.‘l. 
We can assume that in, n >0 since otherwise i=“‘,“=O. It follows from [6] or [7] 
that 
/=!?I. “(R) = @ ~.71. n(R/Mfi(AI)) 
,Zlt hlau(K) 
for a noetherian ring R and all sufficiently large k(A4). Since P”’ commutes with 
localizations, we can restrict our consideration to local noetherian rings (R, M). In 
this case we obtain ~“‘.‘~(,)=~“f,‘(,/,,k(iL’)) or, equivalently, Mkcl”‘~“‘~“(R) = 
0. It is known (see [6, Corollary 3.31) that we can take k(M) = 1 if m 5 5 (or tn 57 
and 2 is invertible in R). The following theorem explains this situation in a more 
general (in particular, not necessarily noetherian) context: 
Theorem 5.1. If K is a field with q elements, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) A4f M, “(R) = 0 for each local ring (R, M) such that R/M= K; 
(2) MFmS”(R)=O for some local ring (R, M) such that R/M=K and M+M’; 
(3) n= 1 or m<2(q+ 1) or m-n<2(q- 1); 
(4) if f‘EKV,>..., T,] is a form of degree m divisible by T, ... T, and f, 
af/ar,, . . . . afIaT, vanish as mappings, then f = 0; 
(5) TFmS”(KIT]/(T2))=0; 
(6) Tf m, n(R [ T]/( T *)) = 0 for each local ring (R, M) such that R/M= K. 
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For the proof, we need the following: 
Lemma 5.2. If IK / = q, then any polynomial f E KIT,, . . . , T,] vanishing on (K *)” is 
of the form f = C y=, ( qqp ’ - 1)x where de&A) 5 deg(f) - (q - 1). If, moreover, f
is a form of degree m, then f = C yi,’ (Tiq-’ - T,(l ‘)gi where gi areforms of degree 
m-(q- 1). 
Proof. Observe that 
~,“...T,‘“~T,‘~~(~~‘)T~~...T~+(~,~~~_~)T,~~~(~~~)T~~...T~~ . . . 
=T:‘L..T,‘.+ i (q@_l)$ 
i= 1 
where 0 5 j 1 ,..., jn<q-1 and deg(J’)<(i,+ ... +i, ) - (q - 1). Consequently, 
f=iCl(qq-l-l)J+h, deg(f;)<deg(f)-(q-l), degK(h)<q-l,i=l,...,n. 
By assumption, h vanishes on (K*)“. An easy induction on n shows that any such 
polynomial h with deg,(h)<q-1 for i=l,..., n must be zero. Now, let f be a 
formofdegreem.Thenf=T,mg(T,/T,,...,T,_1/T,)whereg=f(T,,...,T,_,,l)E 
KIT,, . . . , T+,]. The first part of the lemma shows that g= C~~,‘(Tq-’ - 1)fi 
where deg(J) 5 m - (q - 1). Consequently, 
where g= T,“~“-“fi(T,/T,, . . . . T,_ ,/T,) are forms of degree m - (q - 1). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (1) * (2) is evident. 
(2) * (3). Suppose that n 2 2, m L 2(q + 1) and m -n L 2(q - 1). Let us define the 
form fER[T,,..., T,] of degree m in the following way: 
T, m-n-2q(TfT2- T, T$)2T3... T, if m-nl2q, 
f = ( Tlq T2 - T, Txq)( Tzq & - Tz qq) T4 .. . T, if m-n>2q- 1 (and hence n~3), 
(T,4T2-TlT;7)(T;TTq-T3Tz)T5... T, if m-n>2q-2 (and hence nz4). 
Observe that f induces a homomorphism g : T,“(R”) + R defined by g(ef’)...ep)) = 
the coefficient off at T,“... T,$ (see [9]). Since g((r,e, + ... +r,e,)‘“‘)=f(r,, . . ..m) 
and rqs-rsq~M for r,s~R, it follows that g(r$(R”))cM2. Moreover, since 
r”,“(R) is generated by ep)=..e$‘, for i,+ ..a +i,=m and i,,...,i,>O, we obtain 
that g(Tm’ “(R)) = R. Consequently, g induces an epimorphism h : f ma “(R) = 
Tm,“(R)/Tm,n(R)nrm(R”)jR/M2. Since Ml=“V”(R)=O it follows that M/M2= 
0, contradiction. 
(3) * (4). Let f = TI e.0 T,g where g is a form of degree m-n. Then 
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v 
-_=T 
ar, ’ 
e.0 C.-e T,g+ T, ...T”$, j=l,..., n. 
J 
It follows from the assumption that g and ag/aT, vanish on (K*)“, and, moreover, 
that g(r,,...,r,,)=O if at most one T; is zero. By Lemma 5.2, 
n-1 
g= c (;r;qp1-T,4-1)g; 
i=l 
where g; are forms of degree (m - n) - (q - 1). Consequently, for j< n, 
and hence g,, . . . , g,_, also vanish on (K”)“. Therefore, by Lemma 5.2, 
n-1 
g= c (p- T,4-1)(~q~L-T,4p1)gi, 
i,j=l 
where g;j are forms of degree (m - n)-2(q- 1). Consequently, the condition 
m-n < 2(q - 1) gives us g = 0. Moreover, if n = 1, then f =aTI” and hence 
a = f (1) = 0. It remains to assume that m < 2(q + l), n 2 2 and m - n z2(q - 1). Then 
2qs m I 2q + 1 and we must consider the following three cases: 
(a) m=2q, n=2. Then g=a(T,q-‘- Tzqp’)2 and a=g(l, O)=O. 
(b) m=2q+l, n=2. Then g=(TIqpl - Tg-1)2(aT, +bT,) where a=g(l, 0)=0 
and b =g(O, 1) = 0, consequently, g = 0. 
(c) m=2q+l, n=3. Theng=a(Ty-‘- T~-1)2+b(Tf-1- Tp-‘)(Tjp’- Tp-‘)+ 
c(T~~- ’ - Tjqp 1)2 whe re a=g(O, 1, l)=O, c=g(l, 0, l)=O and a+b+c=g(l, 1, 0)= 
0. Consequently, g = 0. 
(4) 3 (5). Let R =K[T]/(T2) = KOKt where t2 = 0. Then rmp”(R) is generated by 
elements 
for sj, SUE K, where (i) passes through systems (it, . . . , i,) satisfying ii + ... + i,, = m 
and i,, . . . . i, >O. The first summand is a generator of ii”‘, “(K)Cr”‘“(R), and the 
sum 
is also a generator of i= mZ “(R) for any k = 1, . . . , n (put s;= ~jjk). We must prove that 
fr”~“(R)cF”“‘“(R), and, for this goal, it suffices to check that 
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@). . . ,(jn) E N 
n 
._ ._rm,“(K)+K g i,s;‘...sj I...s$eyl)...ep), k=l,..., n]. 
I 
In other words, we will prove that r “,“(K)=N, or, equivalently, that any K- 
homomorphism g : r”’ “(K) --f K vanishing on N is zero. Consider the polynomial 
f= ~g(ej’l’...e~))T,‘l...T~~KIT~,...,T,]. 
I 
It is a form of degree m divisible by Ti ... Tn. Moreover, for any s,, . . . ,s, E K, 
f(s C ,$...s$ej’l)...ep) ~0, 
(iI > 
and hence f =0 by (4). Consequently g=O, as desired. 
(5)= (6). Let R’=R[T]/(T2)=R@Rt where t2=0. It follows from [5, Corollary 
6.21 that ~m~n(R’)/t~m~n(R’)=~m~n(R’/tR’)=~mm.n(R). Since R is a retract of 
R’ we obtain that P”, “(R’) = f”‘, “(R)Otpm3 “(R’) as R-modules. Consequently, 
M~m~“(R’)=M~m~“(R)~Mt~mm’“(R’), and hence t~“~“(R’)flM~“‘*“(R’)= 
MtPmv”(R’). Since t(f”,” (R’)/M~m’“(R’))=t~m,“(Rr/MR’)=tl=”’”(K[T]/(T2))= 
0 by (5), we obtain that t~m3”(R’)CM~m’“(R’), and therefore tf”,“(R’)= 
Mtfmm’“(R’). Observe that tfm*” (R’) is a finitely generated R-module, so 
tP”*“(R’) =0 by the Nakayama Lemma. 
(6) * (1). Let t E M. Substituting T by t we obtain an epimorphism 
~‘“~“(R[T]/(T2))+~m*“(R/(t2))=~m~n(R)/t2~”~”(R). 
Then (6) gives us tI=“, “(R)C t2Pmg n(R) CM(tf m”. n(R)). By the Nakayama Lem- 
ma, tP”,“(R)=O. cl 
6. The Main Theorem 
In this section, we find all natural n for which Homm is n-strong, i.e., such that 
Homm admits a system of strong n-covering relations. 
Following [5], we define d(R)=min{ IR/MI: ME Max(R)} for any (com- 
mutative) ring R. It is a natural number or m. We need the following: 
Lemma 6.1. If R is an S-algebra, then d(S) i d(R). Moreover, 
d(S) = min{ d(S,): ME Max(S)}. 
Proof. Suppose that ME Max(R) and R/M is finite. Then f: S-tR induces a 
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monomorphism S/f-‘(M)c,R/M, and hence S/f -‘(&I) is a finite field with 
1s/f-‘(M)l5 IRIM]. c onsequently, d(S) 5 d(R). The second part is obvious. q 
We are ready to prove 
Main Theorem 6.2. Let S be a (commutative) ring, d-d(S) and m, n>O. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Homm is n-strong over S; 
(2) Ker(h"' "(R)) -+ Ker(hm, "(R/Z)) is an epimorphism for each S-algebra R and 
each ideal IC R; 
(3) Mf “‘n(R) = 0 for each local S-algebra (R, M); 
(4) Mpmm’“(R) =0 for some local S-algebra (R, M) satisfying (R/M 1 = d and 
MfM’; 
(5) Tfm9”(K[T]/(T2)) =0 for every quotient field K of S; 
(6) Tj:m7”(S[T]/(T2))=O; 
(7) n= 1 or m<2(d+ 1) or m-n<2(d- 1). 
The following figure shows when the above conditions are satisfied: 
2(d ~ 1) Z(d+ 1) m 
In particular, HomM is strong over S iff m<2(d+ 1). 
Proof. First of all, observe that (3), (4) and (5) are equivalent to (7) by Lemma 6.1 
and Theorem 5.1 (being also true for q = m because F’,“(R) = 0 for d(R) = M, see 
[S]). Similarly, (6) # (7) by localization. 
(3) * (2). Let us consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows over 
the ring R: 
0 --+ Ker(hm, “(R)) - A”,“(R) 
hm, “(R) 
- r”,“(R) -0 
” d’ /(%“@,I) _ ‘! 
O~Ker(h”~“(R/I))-dm~“(R/I)-~“~“(R/~)----*O 
whered((d”d”)(rle,,...,r,e,))=(d”G”)(~l~l,..., ~~n~)ande((d”ym)(r,el, . . . . r,e,)) = 
(d”yrn)(r,e,, . . . ,TnnP,,) (y”(x) denotes x rm)). By the Snake Lemma, it suffices to 
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check that h : Ker(d)+Ker(e) is an epimorphism. This can be proved locally, 
and hence we can assume that R is a local S-algebra. In fact, A,,‘, r”‘m,n and 
h mvn commute with localizations (see [7]). Moreover, if MeMax( then 
Am~“(R/I)@JR R,= A”‘“(R/I)@~,,R,/IR,= A”, “(R,/IR,) since R,/IR, 
is the localization of R/Z at M/I (the case of ZCM is evident). Similarly, 
r”,“(R/Z)O.R,=rm’“(RIZI/IR~), and h”,“(R/Z) localizes to h”‘“(R,/IR,). 
Let now (R, M) be a local S-algebra. We can assume that IcM since the case 
I= R is obvious. Then (3) gives us ll- “‘“(R)c~~~“(R). On the other hand, Tm 
commutes with any change of the base ring (see [9]), and hence Ker(Tm’ “(R)+ 
r”,“(R/I))=IT”‘“(R). Consequently, Ker(e)=~mm’“(R)nZT”‘“(R)=ITm’“(R). 
It follows from [7, Corollary 3.101 that Ker(d) =IA”’ “(R) + N, where 
N=R((A”G”)(r,e, ,..., r,e,)-(Andm)(slel ,..., s,e,); ri-S;EZ, i=l,..., n>. 
Our goal is to check that ZTm2 “(R) c (hma “(R))(ZA”’ “(R) + N). 
It follows from (3) that P”,“(R)=P”,“(R)/M~“‘“(R)=~‘“.“(K) for K=R/M, 
therefore we have the following commutative diagram: 
r-","(R) ” -fm3”(R)-0 
r”,“(R)/MTm,“(R)=rm,“(K) -pm,“(K)-0 
We can treat l=“‘,“(K) as a subspace of r m,“(K) and hence there exist elements 
E,, . . . , EtErm,n(R) such that _i?,, . . ..E. form a basis of r”,“(K) and E,, ...,Es (for 
some ,ss t) form a basis of P”‘, “(K). Obviously, E,, . . . , E, form a minimal set of 
generators of r”,“(R). Since I- m8 “(R) is free (see [9]) it follows that {E,, . . . , El} is 
a basis of r”‘,“(R). Consequently, 
(6.1) 
Suppose that the standard basis of r m2 “(R) has the following presentation: 
el n 
(iI) . . . eun) = i~,~ii~..~,‘~Ei, L$~...,‘~E&?, i + ... +in=m, i,,...,i,>O, 
and consider the polynomials 
J;-= 5 ail,...FinT/l... T>ER[T ,,..., T,], i= l,..., I, 
I 
where (i)=(i ,,..., i,), i,+ ... +i,=m, il ,..., i,>O. Observe that 
(hm,“(R))((A”GM)(r,el,...,r,e,))=(A”ym)(r,e,,...,r,e,) 
(6.2) 
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Let us assume for a moment that R =K[[T]]. Then ai19,..“n E KC R and we can 
lift El,...,Et~rm,n(K) to a basis {E,,...,E,) of r”,“(R) satisfying 
(iI)__. 
e1 
$“’ = ;il FE,. 
Hence T’*“(R) is generated by elements 
(h”V”(R))((~“~m)(rr Ed , . . . . r,e,))= f:X(rl,...,r,)E,, rl,...,r,,ER, 
i=l 
whereJ= C(j) u:““““‘T~‘...T,“EK[T,,...,T,]CR[T,,...,T,]. Therefore, by (6.1), 
the submodule r= @f=, ME, CT m, “(R) = of= 1 RE, is generated by elements 
j$r/;(rr2...,r,Xj7 rl,...,r,,eR. 
Since R = K[[T]] is a principal ideal domain and the submodule r has elementary 
divisors 
(T,..., T, 0, . . . ,O), 
V&-J 
s t-s 
it follows from [l, $4, Proposition 31 that Ts is the g.c.d. of sxs minors of the 
matrix (fi(rl, . . . . r,J) defined for i= 1, . . . ,s and (r,. . . . , r,,) E R”. Hence TS is 
associated with a minor det(x (gyp . . . , gnj));,j= ,, ,_,, 5 for some gkj E K[[T]]. 
Let gkj’~~j + Tykj (mod T 2, for some ~~j, ~kj E K. Since x(Xrjj . . . ,X,,j) E K fl M= 
0 for i<s, the Taylor expansion gives us 
for i,j= 1 , . . . ,s. Consequently, 
_ 
det(xkij, . . . ,g,j))E T’det 2 7 .x(.Frj> . . ..Xnj) 
kJ aTk > 
(mod Tsi ‘), 
k=l 
and hence the determinant on the right-hand side is a non-zero element of K. Since 
it follows that 
- 
det $(Ztj, . . . ,Xnj) +O 
k, > 
(6.3) 
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for some k I,...) k,E(l,..., FZ} and some&jEK, k=l,..., n,j=l,..., S. 
Returning to the general case we prove that IEpc (hmp “(R))(IAm’ “(R) +N) = 
Im(h) for p= 1, . . . . t. If i>s, then E,E~“‘~~(R)=~~(~“““(R)) and hence IE,,c 
(Iz~,~(R))(ZA~*~(R)). Let ~5;s. It follows from (6.3) that the matrix 
is invertible in R, and therefore any vector of RS is of the form (r,, . . . , r&4’ for 
some rl, . . . , r, E R. Consequently, 
Observe that 
A(r l,...,rk+u, 
afi 
. . . . rn)-x(rl ,..., r,)=u-(r, ,..., rn) 
aTk 
(modU2) 
for any u ~1. Denoting by 3 the congruence modulo u2r m, “(R) + 
(hm’“(R))(ZAm*n(R) +N), we compute 
uEp = i rj 
j=l ( 
;$, u $&(xI~, . . . , ,j)Ei 
4 > 
G 
ji,rj(icl (~(Xlj,...,xk,j+u,...,X~ji)-Si(Xlj,...,X~j))Ei) 
E IZ rj( ;i, (f;(x,,...,r,j+u,...,X,)-A(X,,...,x,))E,) 
j=l 
-(A"J")(X,je,, . . ..-$je.)) 
by formula (6.2). Since u E I it follows that 
UE EU~J-~,~(R)+(~~~“(R))(ZA~*“(R)+N). P 
Hence 
~T~~“(R)cM(u~~~“(R))+(u~“~“(R)flIm(h)) for any UEZ. 
By the Nakayama Lemma UT”’ “(R)C Im(h), and finally IT’npn(R)C Im(h), as 
desired. 
(2) =, (1). Let R be an S-algebra and let I be an ideal in R. By Proposition 4.5 we 
must prove that K”(R)+ K”(RN) is an epimorphism for K = KHo,,p. Let us con- 
sider the following commutative diagram: 
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Ker(b) A 
h 
Ker(d) - Ker(e) 
FnW 
1 hm3”(R), /-1,, 
- A”,“(R) 
nl 
F “(RN) 
di hm,“(R,,) _ 4 
- A m, “(R/I) ____* r m, “(R/Z) 
Since K”=Ker(F”+r”‘m’“) we must prove (by the Snake Lemma) that hp is an 
epimorphism. Using again the Snake Lemma we conclude from (2) that h is an 
epimorphism and, moreover, that p is an epimorphism since Applm is a strong ED- 
functor. 
(l)* (5). Let R=K[[T]J and M=(T). Since R is a discrete valuation ring and 
P”,“(R) is a torsion R-module (see [5, Corollary 7.11 or [7, Corollary 5.81) it 
follows that frn3 “(R) is a direct sum of R-modules of the form R/M*. We prove 
that all these s are equal to 1. Then Tprn’ “(R) = 0 and consequently Tp”, “(K[T]/ 
(T2))= Tf”>“(R/M2)=0, as desired. 
Suppose that P “, “(R) contains a direct summand isomorphic to R/MS for some 
sr2. There exists a basis {E,, . . ..E.) of l-“,‘(R) such that MSE, is a direct sum- 
mand of f‘“, “(R). Let R = R/MS. Since TmJ “(R) =rmS”(R)OR R and f’“‘“(R) = 
-- 
r’“,‘(R)ORR (see [9] and [7], respectively), it follows that RE, =i? is a 
direct summand of r “‘“(I?) and R/m*= R is the suitable direct summand of 
-- 
f m3 “(I?). Consequently, RE, f3 T “, n - (R) =O, and therefore MSEl is contained in 
Ker(e : r m2 “(R) -+ r mx n(R)) (as a direct summand). 
Consider the following commutative diagram: 
II’ 
Ker(b) - Ker(e) -MS 
g : F”(R) -j=m,“(R)-&fS 
F”(R) -r”,“(R)- 0 
where the splitting epimorphisms fl and 17’ are restrictions of the projection Ii’: 
r”‘*“(R)-+ R, 17(Ej) = 6;, . Observe that Ker(b) -*Ker(e) is an epimorphism by (1) 
and the Snake Lemma, and hence the upper composition is also an epimorphism. 
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In other words, g(Ker(b)) = MS. 
Observe that 
n((o~ym)(rle,,...,r,e,))=if ( C r~...r$e~l)...e~) 0) > 
= z rT(el'l)...e~))rll...r~=f(r,,...,r,) 
I 
for some polynomial f E R [ T,, . . . , T,], where (i) runs over systems (i,, . . . , i,) satis- 
fying il + a.. +i,=m and i,,..., i, > 0. Therefore g is defined as follows: 
g((ri cl, . . . , ~,e,>)=W~“fXr,e~ ,...,r,e,))=f(r,,...,r,>. 
It is easy to see that, for any set C, Ker(F,(Z)-+F,,,(Z)) =ZF,(Z) and 
Ker(F#)+F,&Z/-))=R{[x] - [y]: x-y}. Consequently, 
Ker(b) = MSF”(R) 
+R{((r,+tl)e,,...,(r,+t,)e,)-(r,el,...,r,e,):r,~R,tj~MS}. 
We prove that g(Ker(b))cMS+‘$ZMS, which will give us a contradiction. First of 
all, g(MSF”(R))CMSg(F”(R))CM2SCMS+1. Let now ri, t,ERy i=l,...,n. Then 
g(((ri + t&i, . . . , (m+t,)e,)-(r,el,...,r,e,)) 
=f(rl+tl,...,r,+t,)-f(rl,...,r,) 
SC, lig(ri, . . ..r.J mod (t,, . . . . tJ2, 
I 
and the left-hand side belongs to MS. Taking tj=S, Tsp’, we get Ts-’ (df/ 
WW,, . . . . rJ E MS since 2(s - 1) 2 S. Consequently, (af/d7;:)(r,, .. . , rJ E M for any 
rl, . . . . r,, E R. Finally, taking tl, . . . , I, E MS we obtain that 
g(((ri + ti)ei, . . . y (r,+t,)e,)-(r,el,..., r,e,)) E MS+’ 
as desired. This completes the proof. tl 
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